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Those of us used to browsing the web on our smartphones or tablet devices may feel that signing
up to a landline package would be a redundant thing to do. It may come as a surprise then to learn
that by signing up to a landline deal or bundle package that gives you access to multiple services
(such as broadband and digital TV as well as home phone) you can potentially cut down your
monthly spend, while receiving more for your money.

So what is the point of having a landline in your home if you do most of your web browsing on your
mobile or tablet, and exclusively use your mobile to make phone calls?

If you often find you pay significantly more than your line rental charges each month, you've
answered your own question. Most landline packages come with free evening and weekend calls to
other landlines, with some providers even allowing customers to call mobile numbers for free, or at
least a significantly reduced rate, plus line rental is often much cheaper than mobile operators can
offer.

To find out what deals are available in your local area, visit a price comparison site and enter your
home postcode into the box provided. Upon hitting the 'enter' key, you will be presented with a list of
deals from a variety of suppliers, both large and small. Usually, these lists of results are ordered by
how much the annual cost of a contract will be but if you would like to see which deals are the
cheapest on a monthly basis, you can simply click the header and the order will be changed.

If you have a landline already, and you have a broadband package from a different provider, it is
also worth taking the time to browse your options on a price comparison site. You may find that by
switching to a bundle deal with the same provider, or a different one altogether, you will actually
reduce your bill, as most phone and broadband providers will add a substantial discount to your bill
for each service you agree to.

Nobody wants to pay more than they have to. By reviewing the deals available in your area on a
regular basis, you can make sure that you are always receiving the best deal for the best price.

If you spend a lot of time on the phone talking to friends or loved ones, a landline deal could be a
great investment. Your home phone will not lose signal or freeze, meaning you can have hours of
conversation with no hassle at all. Many providers cap their free calls at one hour. To get around
this, simply time your call and agree with the person you are speaking with to ring them straight
back. Simple.

You'll never pay extra on a monthly bill again.
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cannot go wrong.
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